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Abstract

Morphological and orthographic spelling pattern

abstraction was studied by administering multiple-cheice

tests, one of nonsense words one of real words and a

dictation test of nonsense words to 20 Good and 20 Poor

Spejlers at each grade from two to five. Both groups

showed developmentn1 trends in pattern abstraction on all

tests, Good Spellers were about two years ahead of Poor

Spellers in pattern acquisition. On the nonsense word

tests Good Spellers performed better on orthographic than

on morphological'patterns while the reverse was true for

Poor Spellers. The findings demonstrate that pattern

abstraction occurs as part of spelling acquisition.
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LiLtle is known about how we learn to spell, i.e. to

encode spoken language into standard written form. It

seems unlikely that the process simply involves memorizing

the sequence of letters in words or storing a series of

visual ima:res or templates. The fact that children can

spell nonsense words and words that they have never seen

before would.suggest knowledge of some system of rules.

Since many ot these rules are not formally taught, learning

to spell must at least in part involve the abstraction of

a set of rules that characterize the spelling system.

Linguists, psychologists and educators have focused on the

reading rather than the spelling process. Venezky (Calfee,

Venezky Chapman, 1967, Gibson (1970) , and others have

concluded that pattern abstraction is an integral part of

learning to read. It seems logical to assume that pattern

abstraction.might also be operating in the acquisition Of

spellin;,, in which case children identified as good spellers

should show greater mastery of spelling patterns than poor

spellers. A thorough review of the 1:terature revealed no

previous developmental study of pattern r,bstraction in the

spelling process.

The relationship between.spoken and written English

cannot simply he explained in terms of sounds being

represented by letter or graphemes corresponding to phonemes,

flowever, a thorough linguistic analysis or spelling-to-sound

correspondence carried out. by Venezky (1967) indicated that,
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though complex, there is a considerable degree of regularity

and order -in the relationship. Venezky analyzed the corres-

pondence from the point of view of reading, taking both

phonological and morphological factors into account. He

then developed a model for mapping from spelling into sound

and explainin: the general patterns of the orthography.

V,m(,kv cautioned that the correspondences for the spelling

process (sound-to-spelling) are not a simple reversal of

those postulated For the reading proCess (spelling-to-sound).

Studi's of the spelling process, such as the one carried

out Py Hanna (1966) , have investigated the more superficial

phoneme-grapheme correspondences based solely on phonological

considerations and ignori-ng morphological factors. There

are no systematic linguistic studies investigating different

types pi patAerning in the orthography from the point oi view

-The present research was aimed at studying the ability of

children to abstract and encode certain word features in

spelling. The study attempted to answer the following

(inestions.

Ho children in 'act abst.ract and use pattecns in

the spelling process?

Is there a developmental change in their abiiity to

do so.

-Is Ihe abiliry to abstract patterns a factor in

spellirr, ability?



4.

Method

Tests. Three tests were designed to study 'the acquisition

of two tvnt:,7, ot patterns: orthographic patterns which relate

to the written system without direct regard to sound, i.e.

the alternation of single and double consonants to indi.cate

thy quality of the preceding vowel (coma vs comma), and

morphological patterns which relate to the way certain

tilorphological consider:Mons such as plural and past tense

are encoded. Test 1, a multiple-choice test of nonsense

words using sub-patterns -_(17 orthographic, 13 morpho-

lolcal); Test 2, a multiple-choice test of real words-

exempli;ving the same sub-patterns used in Test 1; and

Test dictation test of nonsense words (different from

those used in Tes I), using the same sub-patterns tested

ih Tests 1 ahd 2. The multiple-choice items involve .3

choices. ,lorc, complete details concerning the construction

these tests are given in Schwartz (1975) . Knowledge of

these patterns was assumbd to be demonstrated .by the ability

ol children to spell nonsense words exemplifying the patterns,

-;ifIce correct. spelling of these unfamiliar words could not

have been accompli:shed through memorization.

Subjets,., At each grade level from two to five.,

approximately GO children of average intelligence and

academic achievement, with no indication of specificlbavnin!-

disabilfly. were hdministered the Spelling subtest of the

Durrell Nnalysis of Reading Difficulty. At each grade levej_,.
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the top 20 were designated as Good Spellers and the

bottcm 20 as Poor Spellers, giving a total number of 160

subjects.

Des in The experimental plan was a mixed model, 4x2x2

factorial design with repeated measures on the last factor

(Winei: 1962, pp. 155 , 337) The independent variables were

Grade (2, 3, ci and 5), Spelling Ability (Good and Poor),

and Spelling Patterns (Orthographic and Morphological).

Subjects were nested in Grade and Spelling Ability.

Proeedure. Subjects at each grade level were tested as

a group in their own classroom. Each_of the tests was

ajminis3red separately. The three tests were always

presented in the order Test 1, Test 2 and Test 3 with a

minimum lapse of two hours between tests. For each-item_Jhe

examiner said the word, then a carrier phrase containing the

word and then repeated the word.

Results. An analysis of variance.was carried out on each

test. On Tests 1 and 3 Grade 2 Poor Spellers displayed little

if any knowledge of Spelling Patterns,.and on TeSt 2 the

Grade 2 Poor Spellers performed only just above chance level.

The Grade 2 Good Spellers performed as well or nearly as well

-as the Grade 4 Poor Spellers on all of the tests. Sores

improved with grade level and Good Spellers were consistently

better\lhan the Poor Spellers. There were highly significant

main effects for Grade and Spelling Ability .001). The

Spelling Patiern effect was significant only in the Lest

using real wordS, Test 2. Here scores on orthographic patternS

were higher than those on morphological patterns: There was
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an interaction of Grade and Spelling Ability on Tests 2

and 3, where the difference between the Good and Poor

Spellers die:inis.hed with grade level. This trend was also

present in Test 1 but it was not significant. On the two

tests using nonsense words, Tests 1 and 3, there was an

interaction-of Spelling Ability and Spelling Patterns and

an interaction cf Grade, Spelling Ability and Spelling

Patterns. Poor Spellers tended to find morphological

patterns easier than orthographic patterns, while the reverse

was true for the Good Spellers. These trends were not

pertectly consistent over grades.

Calculation of a more conservative procedure, Quasi-F

ratios. recoi;imended by Clark (1973) showed significant main

eliects only for Spelling Ability and Grade on a11 three tests.

Tne Spelling Pattern effect in Test 2 and all of the inter-

actioas were no longer significant, so that: any conclusions

regarding dilferenees between Spelling Patterns must be

restricted to the particular ttems_Ihat were used.

To further investigate the relationship between pattern

ahstraction and the ability to spell real words, Product--

moment Correlations were carried out using IQ scores.

i;_irrell Spelling Test scores and scores on the three

experimental tests and sub-pattern scores at each grade level.

The Durrell Spelling Test scores correlated signifiantly

lp <Al) with scores on all three tests. The correlations

in Grades 2 and 3 were higher than those in Grades 4 and 5.

and the highest correlation Vor all grades was with Test. 3,



the dictation test. Intercorrelation among the experi-

mental tests were all relatively high (PK.01). The

Durrell Spu I hug Test correlated significantly (p<Ii.01)

with each oi the 1,:o test patterns at each grade level on

all tests. L'or Tests 1 and 3 the correlation was higher

orinoraphic patterns than ;Nith morphological patterns.

Lach spelli!n: sub-pattern was examined, 1) for its ability

tc) hetween Good and Poor Spellers at each grade

luvel: and 2) the grade level at which it was mastered by

Good Spellers and by Poor Spellers. On all of the tests a

centage of orthographic patterns than morphological

sub-patterns discriminated between the two groups of spellers.

Tui s! is in keeping with the general finding that orthographic

patterns v:ere more difficult for ihe Poor Spellers and would

therefore be more likely to discriminate between groups.

As .expeeted from the significant Spelling Ability effect !

on the analyses of variance, Good Spellers began earlier

and in _;eneral tended to be in advance of the Poor Spellers

in phtfern mastery cn all of the items. On all three tests

Iho groups differed more on their mastery of orthographic

patterns thnn morphological patterns.

Discussion and Conclusions

The results permit clear affirmative answers to the

three questions posed earlier and clearly demonstrate that

spelling acquisition involves more than the rote memorization

of each word. The child's ability to spell, fOr instance a

plural nonsense word like "ruds", indicates that he has rules

oF extension that enable him to deal witli new !instances.
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good spellers, early in Grade 2. before the

beinning of fer:Ial spelling instruction had already begun

to abst,-act tothfypes of patterns. Good spellers showed

orderly- jevele2mental trends for both t-,-pes of Patterns on

all of ,lie tests. Poor spellers lagged behind the good

snellers i.:-: pattern acquisition by about two years but also

sho7:ed orderly de-.-elep7.1ental trends.

For the item:4 used, a greater facility for orthographic

nattern ahs:_racLion seemed to occur in the more advanced

siages of spelling aclIti4sion-a-s-shown-byll) the interaction

ol Spelling Ability and Spelling Patterns on the two tests

using nonsehse words: 2) the fact that a higher percentage

of orthoraphic items thAn morphological items discriminated

between bood a!:d Poor Spellers: and 3) the higher correlation

ol the Duliell Spelling Test with orthographic patterns than

with morphole;-,ical patterns.

The similarity in.trends for both Tests 1 and 3 and the

hi:rh corr,Aationbetween them would indicate that the main

erfects and interactions observed for Test I are not an

artilact oF mulliple-choice, nor an artifact of the particular

set oF n(rnsense words chosen. Likewise the similarity in

trends 1 r :Spelling Ability and Grade on all three tests, plus

the relatively high intercorreiations between the tests would

sultest that the subjects used pattern abstraction rather

than rote memory alc,ne in spelling the familiar words in

Test 2. pelling can thus be considered as belonging to the

larger linguistic community of,rule-governed behavior along

with.spoken language and reading skirls, which are acquired

through the abstraction of gcneral.principles and patterns.



su.dy investialin; the ae,luisition

s7ollin; n',.lerns. It has been demonstrated tir, .

ability i associaid with an orderly acquisition

of :-..or-,-.bo1ic2a1 and drtheranhic patterns. surporting the

h:it an i:-iror:ant aspect of spelling behavior is

7.1ere co:::plete investigation of the

uf spellin patterns awaits a thorough linguistic

pj and analysis of English orthography in relation

proces. It'l-ther research is also needed

to ieylun a gennral theory of literacy which puts both

of learning to read and the process of learning

:o :Izpeil in pi'opQr pe.rspective.
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